


Disclaimer 
 If you are unsure whether or not you should practice 

yoga due to any health problems, please consult your 
doctor. 

 All practices, exercises and training are undertaken by 
the student voluntarily and in any event of accident  or 
injury no claim will lie against Golden Glow Yoga.

 This slideshow had been prepared specially for Golden 
Glow Yoga students and is not for public distribution. 



Welcome! 



Gentle Yoga Classes
 This will cover child, hare, cat and downward dog.

 We have rolls and sideways stretches.

 Simple standing postures of Tree and Eagle.

 Kundalini 7 Routine. 

 On Toes, Frog, Boat, Baby Bridge, Camel, Cobra, Half 
Tortoise, Thunderbolt

 Corpse and Sitting meditation. 



Lie down, relax in Corpse (5mins)



Beginners Warm up 



Child to hare...



Hare to Cat... 



Cat...



Cat... Do six rotations 



Downward facing dog



Back to hare 



Rest in child 



Move onto your back and roll 
gently 



Side to side...





Front to back 







Back to front 



As dynamically as you wish... 



Go to happy baby variations 
 Smile!

 Don’t take yourself too seriously.

 Roll the shoulders back. 

 Is your tailbone on the floor?

 Lengthen through the spine. 

 Take hold of toes, ankles, trousers, whatever’s right for 
you. 

 Take your arms out to the side and adjust your legs as 
suits you. 



Revolving belly pose 



Soften your face 



Soften your eyes 



Soften the front of your body as 
the breath leaves you 



Back to neutral, and come to 
standing... 



Come up on toes
 Inhaling, stretch the hands down and up.

 Play with spinal roles or awakening your feet if you 
wish...



Fold from the hip into uttasana



And do sideways stretches 
 Feet together, or feet apart, as suits you! 



Keep Breathing! 





Give yourself a hug...
 Cross the leg. 

 Hook your big toe around the standing ankle.

 Cross the opposite  arm high. 

 Elbows away from the body.

 Hands away from the face. 

 Sit as if sitting on the edge of a chair. 

 Gaze is up at the upper hand. 



Fly like your Eagle... 
Do both sides 



Go into tree pose ... 
 Use the wall if you want to.

 Play with this on the floor if you want.

 Don’t lock the standing leg. 

 Elbows back, and lengthen your arms. 

 Draw the ribs back. 

 Equalize your breath. 

 Release.  



Repeat on the other side 



Kundalini Seven (five breaths in 
each)...

 Come to the front of your mat.

 On toes, arms out, knees together or apart, back 
straight and lean back.

 Then come to Frog pose, five rotations, inhale, straight 
legs. Exhale, bottom down, knees wide, head up. 

 Then come to Boat pose... 



We’ve given you a couple of 
minutes to make these as dynamic 

as you wish



Move to baby bridge and adjust 
your arms as you wish (we’ve given 

you some time here)



Just stay here awhile.. Enjoy, 
breathe...

 Tighten through the glutes or quads as you wish. 

 Use the posture to go up to a wheel if you’re ready. 

 Enjoy just stretching out your wrists, even if you don’t 
want to go up into it. 



Respect your Camel! Be mindful



Move to Cobra: Tighten the 
buttocks and hover if you want 



Knees together, steeple your hands 
out and lift elbows off the floor. 



Put hands on knees, with each 
exhalation, pull your stomach in 
firmly. Relax it and contract it with 
the next vigorous exhalation. (You 
could do two lots of sixty!)







Moving on... 
Improvers...

Back to child... 



Relaxation (eight minutes)
 (insert track number 4)


